The best massage in town. Return to Glory
offers what no spa or salon can, blissful
massage minus the hassle
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London, UK (RPRN) 06/12/13 —

Mobile Massage London

-Return to Glory - London's leading Home Spa, are
delighting busy city dwellers with all the
gorgeousness of exceptionally delivered massage,
without the hassle of travelling across town to
receive it. Not only are Return to Glory's massage
treatments more convenient, but they're actually
more beneficial; in the ease of your own
surroundings you can fully relax and let your
personally chosen massage therapist work their
magic.

The benefits continue post treatment too; with no stressful journey home to undertake you can
simply slip off the massage couch and into the comfort of your own bed or favourite resting place.
Revel in that heavenly blissed out feeling for as long as you like and allow the treatment's
healing and restorative powers to reach their full potential.
Return to Glory's elite team of professional massage therapists help you get more from your
massage. Working in homes, offices and hotels across London, they arrive at your appointment
with everything needed for give you the best massage in town. Online therapist profiles allow you
to select a practitioner of your choice, and flexible appointment times and a simple, transparent
pricing structure makes enjoying the benefits of In Home massage easy, accessible and
affordable.
The Return to Glory story

As a busy Londoner and mum, Natasha Dwyer was continually frustrated with having to set aside
precious weekend time for beauty treatments. So she decided to launch Return to Glory with the
aim of making massage and beauty treatments as simple and hassle free as possible. To
perfectly deliver the best services, at incredible value, making beauty and wellbeing easy and
accessible.
Since our launch in 2007 we have grown at a tremendous rate. We serve thousands of men and
women across London who share the same enjoyment of exceptional treatments delivered by
experienced, professional therapists at a time and place to suit them - daytimes, evening,
weekday or weekend.
Enjoy life made simpler with Return to Glory!
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